
ARGA™

SWIRLPOOL™

C O L L E C T I O N

The Swirlpool™ Experience
Inspired by the way water moves in eddies as it 

circles through brooks and streams, the Swirlpool™ 

jets move water to promote a feeling of well-being 

by harmonizing body and mind.



See the swirl for yourself
Text ARGA to 24466

The Swirlpool™ Experience
The Jacuzzi® Arga™ bath entices the senses with a 

much-needed retreat into calm and renewal. Through 

the power of Swirlpool™ jets, the soothing sound of 

swirling water and the lull of a delicate waterfall will 

coax you into a state of total relaxation.

Proprietary Salt Infuser
Engage your senses further with Jacuzzi® Epsom 

salts. The mixing chamber precisely blends the salt 

with warm water and delivers it gently into the 

bathwater moving in a circular motion around the 

bathtub; a true treat for the senses.

Whisper+ Technology®

Surrender to tranquility as the caress of always-warm 

water through Whisper+ Technology® which allows you 

to hear only the peaceful sound of a slow-moving stream.  

Illuminated Glass Touch Control
The beautiful, soft touch of the illuminated glass touch 

control activates the Arga™ experiences and gently pivots 

to reveal the salt mixing chamber. 

Swirlpool™ Illumatherapy™Waterfall



ARGA™ CLASSIC
Transitional Styling

67"L × 35"W × 26"H
Soaking depth of 16.5"

ARGA™

Contemporary Aesthetic
69"L × 34"W × 22"H
Soaking depth of 13.75"



HERITAGE
The Jacuzzi family’s critical need to change the life of a child triggered 
a revolutionary innovation in hydrotherapy. More than 60 years later, 
that spirit of innovation for the benefit of wellness lives on with the 
introduction of our new Swirlpool™ bathing experience. 

INDULGE IN A NEW BATHING EXPERIENCE
We set the standard by which all hydrotherapy is measured, so it’s only 
natural that we would bring a new hydrotherapy experience to the 
home. In line with our mission to provide rejuvenating and refreshing 
hydrotherapeutic environments that revitalizes both body and spirit, 
we proudly offer bathtubs featuring the new Swirlpool™ experience.

The Swirlpool™ experience combines the benefits of Epsom salt and 
quietly-swirling, heated water. Delivered through a proprietary salt 
infuser, Epsom salt helps you recover from physical activity, soothes 
sore muscles, eases aches and pains, softens skin and relieves stress. 
With the new Arga™ collection, indulgence starts here.
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ARGA™ SWIRLPOOL™ BATHS

INCLUDED FEATURES

Swirlpool™ jets with Illumatherapy™

Proprietary salt infuser with waterfall
Whisper+ Technology®

Illuminated glass touch control
Matte or gloss white finish

Finish-matched toe-tap drain
CleanLine® anti-microbial plumbing

Self-leveling feet

http://www.jacuzzi.com

